
Gerund

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He anticipated _________________ into the water, quite close to the other
side, whence he meant to crawl hastily out and continue his flight.
1.

(fall)
falling

I daresay she will enjoy _________________ it, however.2. (wear)wearing

A little sand at this stage is useful to rub the fingers in, to prevent them
_________________, when pulling out small pieces of flesh.
3.

(slip)slipping

I wanted it so badly, I could taste it, because I had begun to have some
idea of what he was talking about, and so I kept on _________________.
4.

(look)
looking

She knew she had seen them somewhere; she recollected
_________________ at the time how very black the stones were.
5.

(think)thinking

I was too abject to resent her _________________ without knocking.6.
(come in)

coming in

Never mind _________________ the watering-pot now.7. (get)getting

I can picture them _________________ beans till tea-time.8. (gather)gathering

Why do you risk _________________ with a man who is crazy about you,
and has everything in the world except you, and would throw it all away to
have you?

9.

(play)

playing

Several could not resist _________________ round and laughing at the
camera.
10.

(look)
looking

It was hard work, however, to keep on _________________ in the old
place where everything reminded him so much of the past, both of joy and
pain.

11.

(live)

living

She was delighted to be giving pleasure, but-beneath that-she equally
enjoyed _________________ her desire to be liked by everybody.
12.

(indulge)indulging

When he suggested _________________ a smaller room upstairs she
offered to lower the price of the room he was occupying.
13.

(take)
taking
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He avoided _________________ at her, though he bent and wrapped the
rug carefully over her knees before he took his seat.
14.

(look)
looking

But they kept on _________________ in, and in that way they learned all
these old trails.
15.

(push)
pushing

She was so courteous and considerate, so anxious to avoid
_________________ trouble.
16.

(give)giving

Lie down as much as possible, and avoid _________________ fatigued.17.
(become)

becoming

The faithful were, no doubt, far more prudent than before the death of
Stephen, and avoided _________________ in public.
18.

(speak)speaking

At that the girl risked _________________ a cry and shrank back with a
semblance of fear.
19.

(utter)
uttering

You are going to keep on _________________ this man, of course.20.
(take care of)

taking care of
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